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WTI HOUSTON    

   

 

 During the summer of 2018, crude oil exports from the US rose above crude oil exports 
from the UK and Norway combined. 

 The trend will accelerate as US crude oil production continues to increase and as addi-
tional export infrastructure comes on stream.  

 The two sides of the Atlantic can 
now be described as equally rep-
resenting the open markets for 
seaborne crude oil.  

 The US Gulf has become a bench-
mark for crude oil valuation in all 
worldwide regions as it exports 
not only to regional markets in 
the Americas, but also to Europe 
and Asia. So much so, that even 
S&P Global Platts is considering 
using WTI Midland on a CIF Rot-
terdam basis for the assessment 
of its Brent benchmark. 

 The introduction of US Gulf 
based crude oil futures contracts 
illustrates the growing im-
portance of that region as a 
source of crude oil exports, but 
as well, the expansion of the re-
gional infrastructure that allows greater trading flexibility. 

http://www.petromatrix.com/
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 The WTI Houston Crude Oil futures (HCL) is a contract for F.O.B. delivery in the Enterprise 
terminal (ECHO) Enterprise Houston Ship Channel (EHSC) or Enterprise Genoa Junction. 

 The proximity and connections of the Enterprise terminals to the export facilities make 
the contract a de-facto seaborne contract, as the “last mile” to the loading of tankers 
becomes very small. 

  The crude oil quality has limits on gravity, sulfur and metals content and it therefore al-
lows for some flexibility in domestic sourcing. The flexibility on quality provides enough 
physical liquidity for price making while guaranteeing export specifications.   

 The storage capacity at the Enterprise terminals is large enough to be a basis for time-
spread trading on its own. EHSC has 24 million barrels of storage capacity and ECHO has 
8 million barrels of capacity. In times of worldwide over-supply, the link to the export 
facilities should provide a contango-cap, as the time-structure of WTI Houston will arbi-
trage to floating storage economics, made possible through exports. 

 The new contract makes for easier calculations and hedging of the seaborne arbitrage of 
US crude oil, with the spread of WTI Houston/Brent or WTI Houston/Oman. 

 The WTI Houston Crude Oil futures also provide an easier mechanism to trade or hedge 
the US coastal refining margins through futures. The volatility of the Brent-WTI Cushing 
spread made it more difficult in recent years to trade the coastal cracks or 3-2-1 crack 
spreads. Trading those cracks using WTI Houston on the crude oil leg provides an alterna-
tive that stays closer to the US coastal refining economics.  

 For relative-value traders, the WTI Houston (HCL)  contract offers a series of new trading 
opportunities using futures, including: 

o Trading domestic pipeline economics between Cushing and the US Gulf (CL vs HCL) 
o Trading international seaborne arbitrage eg WTI Houston versus Brent (HCL vs BZ) 
o Trading WTI time-spreads on another basis than Cushing (HCL month1 vs HCL 

month 1+n) 
o Trading US Gulf individual product cracks (HCL vs HO and/or HCL vs RB) 
o Trading US Gulf refining margins cracks, e.g.  3-2-1 and 2-1-1 (HCL vs HO and RB). 
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Main characteristics of the new WTI Houston Futures (HCL) 

For full details refer to NYMEX Rulebook Chapter 201 

Deliverable grade WTI  

API Gravity 

APAPI Gravity  

Between 40 and 44 

Sulfur 0.275% or less 

Metals Nickel  and Vanadium: 4 ppm or less 

Delivery FOB Enterprise at ECHO, EHSC or Genoa 
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